A big scientific date. A historical event. An international agora.

By Medicon

A new, progressive, engaging and exclusive Congress, which represents the whole world of dentistry. This Congress will be open to debate with the big citizens audience on prevention topics and health care, especially the dental care, which aims at recommending practical solutions and at opening up new horizons for the general qualifications of all professionals for an efficient, precise and motivated assistance.

The involvement of both the Italian and the International press shows an unusual interest for all the issues related to the dentistry throughout the world. With great satisfaction the organizers announce the exceptional participation of Scientific Associations, Universities, Hospitals, No-Profit Organizations that will allow not only a discussion, a comparison, a moment of experience but also will broaden the horizons for an evolving, growing and improving world.

As President of ANDI Rome I must attribute this success to a great team work with the same purpose and to an incisive efficiency which make me proud and very satisfied. The involvement of ANDI Lazio, ANDI Naples and ANDI Campania underlines and highlights a desire of unity, collaboration, foresight which will be able to positively affect the future work of everybody in order to promote the “excellence” in the world of dentistry.

On June 18-19-20, 2015 a big event on a scientific debate will be celebrated in Rome between the Mediterranean and Middle East countries, and we hope it will become the starting point for a collaboration for a better future for all of us.

I wish you a great job and see you in Rome!
Sabrina Santaniello

President of Scientific Committee
Gabriele Eduardo Pecora

With great satisfaction we announce the participation of numerous lecturers coming from many worldwide countries and the city of Rome will be a meeting point for networking and sharing, a new project which looks at the future of the dental world.

In particular, in the “International Multidisciplinary Program” every country joining the Congress will be represented by a speaker.

A major knowledge is necessary, as well as a greater integration, a concrete sharing of cultural projects, of operational protocols and of stimulus for research.

This Congress in Rome wants to represent the start time of a collaborative project involving the countries of Middle East and Mediterranean!

Gabriele Eduardo Pecora

President of the Congress
Roberto Pistilli

The large participation of Universities, Hospitals and Professional Freelancers has allowed the programming of a Congress that we cannot define that ambitious. With the support of the most important Scientific Societies, we will have a Prestigious Faculty with speakers of international renown who, with your presence, will make this event the “Main Event 2015”.

As President, I extend a warm invitation to participate for living all together an unforgettable experience.
Roberto Pistilli